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How to Be an Antiracist by Ibram X Kendi
Antiracism is a transformative concept that reorients and reenergizes the
conversation about racism—and, even more fundamentally, points us toward
liberating new ways of thinking about ourselves and each other. At it's core,
racism is a powerful system that creates false hierarchies of human value; its
warped logic extends beyond race, from the way we regard people of different
ethnicities or skin colors to the way we treat people of different sexes, gender
identities, and body types. Racism intersects with class and culture and
geography and even changes the way we see and value ourselves. In How to
Be an Antiracist, Kendi takes readers through a widening circle of antiracist ideas—from the
most basic concepts to visionary possibilities—that will help readers see all forms of racism
clearly, understand their poisonous consequences, and work to oppose them in our systems
and in ourselves.
Kendi weaves an electrifying combination of ethics, history, law, and science with his own
personal story of awakening to antiracism. This is an essential work for anyone who wants
to go beyond the awareness of racism to the next step: contributing to the formation of a just
and equitable society.
The Inner Work of Racial Justice: Healing Ourselves and Transforming
Our Communities Through Mindfulness by Rhonda V. Magee
In a society where unconscious bias, microaggressions, institutionalized
racism, and systemic injustices are so deeply ingrained, healing is an ongoing
process. When conflict and division are everyday realities, our instincts tell us
to close ranks, to find the safety of our own tribe, and to blame others. This
book profoundly shows that in order to have the difficult conversations
required for working toward racial justice, inner work is essential. Through the
practice of embodied mindfulness--paying attention to our thoughts, feelings,
and physical sensations in an open, nonjudgmental way--we increase our emotional resilience,
recognize our own biases, and become less reactive when triggered.
It is only by healing from injustices and dissolving our personal barriers to connection that we
develop the ability to view others with compassion and to live in community with people of vastly
different backgrounds and viewpoints. Incorporating mindfulness exercises, research, and
Magee's hard-won insights, The Inner Work of Racial Justice offers a road map to a more
peaceful world.
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Preaching about Racism: A Guide for Faith Leaders by Carolyn B. Helsel
Of all the activities that come with being a minister, sermon preparation can
loom largest―especially when racism is the subject. You've got to address
racism with your white congregation from the pulpit. But, truthfully, you can't
wrap your head around how to preach about this topic thoughtfully and
sensitively.
In Preaching about Racism, preaching professor and pastor Carolyn Helsel,
speaks directly to other faith leaders about how to address racism from the
pulpit. She provides strategies and a theoretical framework for crafting biblical and theological
sermons that incorporate insights from social sciences and psychology, gleaned from more than
a decade of writing and teaching about racism.
Written for the busy pastor, several chapters are quick reads - helpful reminders as you prepare
a thoughtful and sensitive sermon - while others dig deeper on the theory behind the crucial
work of dismantling racism.
Race: A Theological Account by J. Kameron Carter
In Race: A Theological Account, J. Kameron Carter meditates on the multiple
legacies implicated in the production of a racialized world and that still mark
how we function in it and think about ourselves. These are the legacies of
colonialism and empire, political theories of the state, anthropological
theories of the human, and philosophy itself, from the eighteenth-century
Enlightenment to the present.
Carter's claim is that Christian theology, and the signal transformation it
(along with Christianity) underwent, is at the heart of these legacies. In that transformation,
Christian anti-Judaism biologized itself so as to racialize itself. As a result, and with the
legitimation of Christian theology, Christianity became the cultural property of the West, the
religious ground of white supremacy and global hegemony. In short, Christianity became white.
The racial imagination is thus a particular kind of theological problem.
Not content only to describe this problem, Carter constructs a way forward for Christian
theology. Through engagement with figures as disparate in outlook and as varied across the
historical landscape as Immanuel Kant, Frederick Douglass, Jarena Lee, Michel Foucault,
Cornel West, Albert Raboteau, Charles Long, James Cone, Irenaeus of Lyons, Gregory of
Nyssa, and Maximus the Confessor, Carter reorients the whole of Christian theology, bringing it
into the twenty-first century.

The color of compromise: the truth about the American church's
complicity in racism by Jemar Tisby
The Color of Compromise is both enlightening and compelling, telling a
history we either ignore or just don't know. Equal parts painful and
inspirational, it details how the American church has helped create and
maintain racist ideas and practices. You will be guided in thinking through
concrete solutions for improved race relations and a racially inclusive church.
The Color of Compromise is not a call to shame or a platform to blame white
evangelical Christians. It is a call from a place of love and desire to fight for a more racially
unified church that no longer compromises what the Bible teaches about human dignity and
equality. A call that challenges black and white Christians alike to standup now and begin
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implementing the concrete ways Tisby outlines, all for a more equitable and inclusive
environment among God's people. Starting today.
Where do we go from here: Chaos or Community? by Martin Luther
King, Jr.
In 1967, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., isolated himself from the demands of the
civil rights movement, rented a house in Jamaica with no telephone, and
labored over his final manuscript. In this significantly prophetic work, which
has been unavailable for more than ten years, we find King's acute analysis of
American race relations and the state of the movement after a decade of civil
rights efforts. Here he lays out his thoughts, plans, and dreams for America's
future, including the need for better jobs, higher wages, decent housing, and
quality education. With a universal message of hope that continues to resonate, King demanded
an end to global suffering, powerfully asserting that humankind-for the first time-has the
resources and technology to eradicate poverty.
Race talk and the conspiracy of silence: understanding and facilitating
difficult dialogues on race by Derald Wing Sue
If you believe that talking about race is impolite, or that "colorblindness" is the
preferred approach, you must read this book. Race Talk and the Conspiracy
of Silence debunks the most pervasive myths using evidence, easy-tounderstand examples, and practical tools.
This significant work answers all your questions about discussing race by
covering:
Characteristics of typical, unproductive conversations on race
Tacit and explicit social rules related to talking about racial issues
Race-specific difficulties and misconceptions regarding race talk
Concrete advice for educators and parents on approaching race in a new way

Uprooting Racism: How White People Can Work for Racial Justice by
Paul Kivel
In 2016, the president-elect of the United States openly called for segregation
and deportation based on race and religion. Meanwhile, inequalities in
education, housing, health care, and the job market continue to prevail, while
increased insecurity and fear have led to an epidemic of scapegoating and
harassment of people of color. Yet, recent polls show that only thirty-one
percent of white people in the United States believe racism is a major societal
problem; at the same time, resistance is strong, as highlighted by indigenous
struggles for land and sovereignty and the Movement for Black Lives.
Uprooting Racism offers a framework around neoliberalism and interpersonal, institutional, and
cultural racism, along with stories of resistance and white solidarity. It provides practical tools
and advice on how white people can work as allies for racial justice, engaging the reader
through questions, exercises, and suggestions for action, and includes a wealth of information
about specific cultural groups such as Muslims, people with mixed heritage, Native Americans,
Jews, recent immigrants, Asian Americans, and Latino/as.
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Healing Racial Divides: Finding Strength in Our Diversity by Terrell
Carter
While our faith inarguably calls Christians to unity, the hard fact remains:
we're still tragically divided when it comes to race, even - and especially,
many say -- in our churches. Racism pervades our faith, our relationships, and
our institutions in deep, often imperceptible ways. In Healing Racial Divides,
Terrell Carter, a pastor, professor and former police officer takes us on a
revelatory journey into the abyss of the racial divide and shows us how we've
arrived at this divisive place. Understanding racism's roots - and our place in it
- we surface more committed and empowered to defeat racism once and for all.
Drawing from the Bible, scholarly research, and personal experience as a both a former police
officer and a black pastor serving white congregations, Carter unpacks the deep roots of racism
in America, how it continues to be perpetuated today, and practical strategies for racial
reconciliation. Looking forward, he shapes a bold and faithful vision for healing racial division
through multicultural communities focused on relationship, listening, and learning from each
other.
With a pastor's heart and an academic's head, Carter invites us to look at where we've beenand where God calls us as spiritually mature Christians, seeking healing and true unity on earth.
The Racial Healing Handbook: Practical Activities to Help You
Challenge Privilege, Confront Systemic Racism, and Engage in
Collective Healing by Anneliese A. Singh
Healing from racism is a journey that often involves reliving trauma and
experiencing feelings of shame, guilt, and anxiety. This journey can be a
bumpy ride, and before we begin healing, we need to gain an
understanding of the role history plays in racial/ethnic myths and
stereotypes. In so many ways, to heal from racism, you must re-educate
yourself and unlearn the processes of racism. This book can help guide you.
The Racial Healing Handbook offers practical tools to help you navigate daily and past
experiences of racism, challenge internalized negative messages and privileges, and handle
feelings of stress and shame. You’ll also learn to develop a profound racial consciousness and
conscientiousness, and heal from grief and trauma. Most importantly, you’ll discover the building
blocks to creating a community of healing in a world still filled with racial microaggressions and
discrimination.

This book is not just about ending racial harm—it is about racial liberation. This journey is one
that we must take together. It promises the possibility of moving through this pain and grief to
experience the hope, resilience, and freedom that helps you not only self-actualize, but also
makes the world a better place.
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